Eleven Coeds Join Class of 1951; The Tech Finds All Eager to Learn

By Sander Rublin

With the entering class of 1951 has come a record crop of girls. Other data on the number of girls is not yet at hand.

The Tech introduces the freshman needs in the men of Technology.

We arranged to meet the girls at Litchfield Lounge last Tuesday at 3:00 P. M. Only two of them showed up promptly as we began to have nervous fits. If you ever have to arm a group to occupy a terror that accompanied the prospect of being stood up on nine dates once, you'll know. However, a hearty check showed seven more or less eager feminine faces.

The class of 1951 has eleven coeds out of a total enrollment of about 900. There really may be only two, but we'll get it in later.

Fifty of the girls attended freshman camp and all were assigned "big sisters" from among the older coeds. None have any complaints as yet.

Lost! One Flute

Lost! One flute at freshman camp. The T.C.A., which is responsible to the R.O.T.C., for the flute, asks students to please return in T.C.A. office.

"THE LITTLE STORE WITH THE BIG VALUES"

FAMOUS NAMED SHOES
Reg. $12.95 for 86.95

FOSTER'S
82 Pearl St.--off Central Sq.
Cambridge, Mass.
Open week--Mon. to Fri. till 5 P.M.

Chances are you have a boy to carry her books. She wishes she has a boy to carry her books. She has a problem. Priscilla about the difficulties in-...